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I hs1 a most interesting experience a few days ago and as it is connected with

the prophets I thought you would be intersted in it. I was up in San Francisco

and there I spoke to a group of students who were, I thought, as fine a group of

Christian students as I have ever met in my life anywhere. In fact, I was quite

surprised there. I talked with the president of the group before I went up and

asked his suggestion as to the subject I would speak on. I was to speak Thursday

noon and Thursday night and Friday night and he told me that Thursday noon he

would appreciate it if I would speak for forty-five minutes on the content of

Isaiah LO to 5.5. Now that's a very involved and. complex subject. We tobk

about two or three weeks on it along in March in this course, and I was quite

surprised thinking of college students taking that and particularly as this was

just two days before the examinations would start, and I thought their minds

would-be on other subjects and they wouldn't feel like anything quite as heavy

as that. The young man who met me at the train and drove me over from San Francis

co to Berkley discussed the general meetings with me and I mentioned the subject

to him and wondered. what he thought about it. '"Well," he said, "John is an eager

beaver," so I thought his judgment was that it was a little heavy but John was

quite sure that it would be all right. He said, *ell they could take it. Well,

I felt still worse when I found that they would be eating lunch while I was

talking and so I didnt know about a subject as complicated and heavy and in

volved. as that one, but I did it anyway. I started in and I talked for forty

five minites to about sixty students there, as I say, with examinations just

around the corner. Well, I talked on that subject, which was, I imagined, rather

heavy. Well then the leader ammounced that that night he had. asked me to speak

to a little seminar. He said thei'e would probb1y be eight or ten there. One of them

told me later, the nest day, he thought about five would be out. He said. that

they would, they had asked me to discuss something in the minor prophets at that

time and I thought after the heavy material, in Isaiah they would figure they had.

had enough of that sort of material for this year, at least, and so that night
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